The multidimensional Bessel and Airy uniform approximations developed earlier in this series for the semiclassical S matrix are applied to the atom rigid-rotor system. The need is shown for (a) using a geoemetrical criterion for determining whether a stationary phase point (s.p.pt) is a maximum, minimum, or saddle point; (b) choosing a proper quadrilateral configuration of the s.p. pts. with the phases as nearly equal as possible; and (c) choosing a unit cell to favor near-separation of variables. (a) and (b) apply both to the Airy and to the Bessel uniform approximations, and (c) to the Bessel. The use of a contour plot both to understand and to facilitate the search in new cases is noted. The case of real and complex-valued stationary phase points is also considered, and the Bessel uniform-in-pairs approximation is applied. Comparison is made with exact quantum results. As in the one-dimensional case, the Bessel is an improvment over the Airy for "k = 0" transitions, while for other transitions they give similar results. Comparison in accuracy with the results of the integral method is also given. As a whole, the agreement can be considered to be reasonable. The improvement of the present over various more approximate results is shown.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the preceding paper of this series a multidimensional Bessel uniform approximation was developed for the semiclassical S matrix. 1 In the present paper this approximation is applied and compared with the previously developed Airy approximation 2 and with exact results. 3 For concreteness the applications are made to the atom-homonuclear rigid rotor problem, The typical configurations, and their origin, of the stationary phase points in the S matrix integral expression are discussed in Sec. II, the procedure for applying the uniform approximations in Sec. III, and the numerical results and comparison with exact results in Sec, IV.
The Hamiltonian used in the present work is a standard one (e. g., Refs, 4, 5) . It is given in Appendix A for completeness, together with the coordinates and a definition of the other symbols and parameters. For Sees. II-IV it suffices to note that f, J, and J are the orbital, rotational, and total angular momenta; l; j, and J are the corresponding quantum numbers. Classically, l and j vary continuously along a trajectory in the interaction region. Their final values for arbitrary trajectories are z! and j 1 • J is an integer and remains constant. At the stationary phase points of the phase .:l in an integral expression for the S matrix for a transition (lloj 1 ) -(l 2 ,j 2 ), l 1 and j 1 take on the desired final integer values l 2 and j 2 • Contour plots in the present paper are expressed in terms of certain derived coordinates 6 ' 7 (jJ and (i?, canonically· conjugate to } 1 and flo 6 the initial values of j and ~ respectively, and defined in Appendix A. The original coordinates, also conjugate to } 1 and flo are the angle variables q 1 are constants of the motion.
II. NUMBER AND CONFIGURATION OF STATIONARY PHASE POINTS
In order to apply the multidimensional uniform Bessel and Airy approximations developed in the previous papers of this series 1 ' 2 to the semiclassical expression for the S matrix it is necessary to determine the sta- and if those of constant j 1 are also drawn, the stationary phase points are those for which the contour z! = l 2 intersects the one for j 1 =j 2 , To obtain some insight into the number of stationary points and their configuration, it is useful to consider first these z! and j 1 contours for several varied cases. The contour plots (Figs. 1-3, given later) were obtained from a smooth interpolation of a lOX 10 grid of points in the \Q?. qJ) space. 8 In actual problems the configuration of the stationary phase points in the (q?, qJ) space is dependent on various factors, including the initial orientation of the orbital and rotational angular momentum vectors l 1 and ft, respectively. For illustration it is useful to consider first the extreme but simple case of motion in a plane. Here the initial i and f may be parallel or antiparallel and ' so the factor <f 2 + j2-3 2 /2fJ) in Eq. (A4) {Appendix A)
which is the cosine of the angle between the i and J 
The lines of the final j and l intersect along a "line" (i.e. , coincide), rather than at a point.
If now it and l 1 are neither parallel nor antiparallel, but almost so, the lines of constant J' (and those of constant l 1 ) are no longer straight, but almost so. For example, in Fig. 1 the contours of (a) constant l 1 and (b) constant j 1 are given. In these two figures (J 1 , l~>j 1 ) is (16, 6, 10) . Since lj 1 1, I~ I, and lj 1 I are respectively equal to 16-!-, 6-!-, and 10-!-semiclassically, 9 this case is almost (but not quite) a planar one major axes oi the "ellipses" and the lines of translation are no longer inclined nearly 45° to the ~ axis, with either positive or negative slopes. Their slopes are rather somewhere in between.
As already noted, the points of stationary phase for the transition (l 1 ,j 1 ) -(l 2 ,j 2 ) occur when a contour of j 1 = j 2 intersects a contour of l 1 = l 2 , When both sets of contours are lines of translation (rather than of libration), there are typically four stationary phase points: Because of a periodic roughly sinusoidal dependence of j 1 on the coordinate normal to the lines of translation, the contour lines for which j 1 equals j 2 occur in pairs as in Fig, 1(b) . Similarly, contour lines for which 7 1 equals Z 2 occur in pairs as in Fig. 1(a) . The first pair intersects the second at four real points, if they intersect at all, in the cases examined.
On the other hand, if the contour j 1 = j 2 is an ellipselike closed curve, and if the one l 1 = l 2 is also an "ellipse," then these two "ellipses" intersect, in the cases examined, at only two real stationary phase points. There are also complex stationary phase points, of course, and we have located them in most of the cases investigated here. Their effect is given later in Table II. Sometimes, particularly in a transition in which j 2 and l?. equal j 1 and l 1 , respectively, a contour of constant / = j 2 tends to hover around the contour for constant Z 1 = l 2 , making the stationary phase points difficult to find. This behavior, which we have previously called a "clinging vine" case, 10 gives rise to a high transition probability (e. g., Table I of Ref, 10) . It would be disastrous for any Airy uniform approximation, but might be accessible to a modified Bessel uniform. We postpone treating this case by the uniform method, We have, however, treated it by the integral method in an earlier paper. 
Ill. PROCEDURE FOR APPLYING PSC, BESSEL, AND AIRY FORMALISMS
In terms of the notation given by Eq. (3. 5) of Ref. 10 , the S-matrix element for a transition (l 1 
where G is the Jacobian for the dynamical transformation Cq?, qJ)-(Q{, qj). It is a signed determinant, i.e., has a phase.
A is given by (3. 3) below, and the other symbols were Kreek, Ellis, and Marcus: Semiclassical collision theory (3. 7)
.:l itself is seen to be the sum of a linear and a periodic function of q? and q J.
The location of the stationary phase points in Eq. (3.1) was obtained by a curve crawling procedure that will be described elsewhere. 13 Because of the symmetry of the homonuclear diatomic molecule, the area of search for points of stationary phase can be restricted 14 ' 4 '
10 to a 7T-interval in the variable Ci? and to a 7T-interval in q~.
For the classical and primitive semiclassical probabilities, the phases obtained from the trajectories can be used as calculated [Eqs. (Bl)-(B3) of Appendix B l.
A. Case of four real stationary phase points
For both the Airy and Bessel formulations one must choose a 7T 2 region so that when there are four points of stationary phase they conform to the configuration on which concepts and resulting formulas are based, The four points should be at the corners of a quadrilateral, with the maximum and the minimum at opposite corners, and with the two saddle points at the other pair of opposite corners. The procedure used in performing calculations is outlined below.
After the position of the stationary points and the value of .:l and G at each of these points has been determined by the curve crawling procedure, the maximum, minimum, and saddle points can each be identified unequivocably using the following properties of the Hessian of a ;r 1 , 11 ) and the cited area interval is the upper right quadrant. The maximum P; and minimum P 3 are not at opposite corners of a quadrilateral. Moreover, the relative .:l values of the four points were not consistent with the ident'ification of the maximum, etc., based on Eq. (3. 8).
Because of the periodic array of stationary-phase points in w?, qJ) space it sufficed to select in Fig. 4 another 1r 2 area, merely by shifting the horizontal and vertical boundaries, so as to obtain four points in the correct configuration. A new 1r 2 area A'B'C'D' is defined by this new unit cell, and the relative ll values now agree with the identification of maxima, minima, and saddle points provided by the Hessian. The integral in Eq. (3. 1), evaluated over the new cell, numerically equals the integral over the old cell, ~ince to each point in the fox:mer there corresponds one point in the latter with the same value of the integrand. However, results based on the uniform approximation formula would not be equal, because of the model used for those formulas. For the example in Fig. 4 , one may now use the Airy uniform approximation with the stationary phase points labeled P~o P 2 , P 3 , and P 4 without any further analysis. That formula is given by Eq. (B4) of Appendix B.
Sometimes, as in Fig. 5 , the points in the (0, 1r) 2 appear to be in the correct configuration but in the (-1T, 1r) 2 region there is another set of points, enclosed by the square A'B'C'D', which is also in the correct configuration. In this case, one should select the configuration for which the four 6.'s are closest together in value. The reason is based on the topology of the 6. surface and is given in Appendix C: The P 1 P 2 P 3 P 4 in a true unit cell can be partially bordered by regions in which 6. changes rapidly.
In the particular example of Fig To apply the Bessel formalism it is necessary to consider one further topological property of the phase 6., so as to determine the integers k and K appearing in the .,. .. Bessel expression, Eq. (B11) of Appendix B. Here, we must choose a newly shaped unit cell of 1r 2 area, containing the four stationary phase points not only in the proper quadrilateral configuration, but also so as to make possible a near separation of variables. To determine k and K one may then make use of Eqs. (3. 4)-(3. 7) with the definition of k and K as the coefficients most closely associated with points P 1 P 2 and P 1 P 4 , respectively, in the linear term in the phase 6., Specifically, Eq. (3. 9) below, derived in Appendix C [Eq. (C5) ], is used. As before, calculation of S l~1 2 ; 6 .~0 , whose stationary phase points were described in Fig. 4 , will be used as an example.
The original unit cell was the interval 0 ~ q? ~ 1T, 0 ~ q J ~ 1T and is labeled WXYZ in Fig. 6 . As can be seen in Fig. 6 , the edges P 1 P 4 and P 2 P 3 of the quadrilateral P 1 P 2 P 3 P 4 are nearly parallel to the diagonal XZ of the original unit cell. The edges P 1 P 2 and P 4 P 3 are nearly parallel to the diagonal WY. To favor the near separation of variables a newly shaped rectangular unit cell (ABCD in Fig. 6 ) is chosen, so as to parallel the diagonals XZ and WY. The longer side of the new rectangle ABCD is taken AB, since the distance P 1 P 2 and P 4 P 3 exceeds P 2 P 3 and P 1 P 4 • We choose the length of edge AB equal to the length of the diagonal WY. To preserve the 1r 2 area of the unit cell the length of AD is therefore chosen to be one half the length of the diagonal XZ. We define point A to be the one which "corresponds" to the maximum, point P 1 , in the "congruent'' quadrilateral P 1 P 2 P 3 P 4 • A clockwise order for both sets of points (P 1 P 2 P 3 P 4 and ABCD) has been adopted throughout this paper, with A "corresponding" to P 1 , B to P 2 , etc. Substituting the definition of 6.~ from Eq. (3. 7) into Eq. (3. 9) and using the fact that in this construction AB is parallel to WY and equal to it in length we obtain To obtain K we use the fact that AD is parallel to XZ and is t the length of XZ. Using Eqs. (3. 7) and (3. 9) we have In all cases, the points ABCD of the newly. shaped unit The Bessel expression, Eq, (Bll) of Appendix B, for the S matrix with K = 2, k = 0 and with the phases and G 1 from points Pl> P 2 , P 3 , and P 4 may now be used.
To perform the Bessel calculation for the example given in Fig. 5 we note that in that figure the edges P 1 P 2 and P 4 P 3 of the quadrilateral P 1 P 2 P 3 P 4 are nearly parallel to the edge WX of the original unit cell, and that the edges P 1 P 4 and P 2 P 3 are nearly parallel to the diagonal WY, A newly shaped unit cell is chosen. It is the parallelgram ABCD shown in Fig. 7 . From Eq.
(3. 9) and Fig. 6 one sees that for this S~~8 ; 6 , 10 matrix element, where zl-z2 =-2 and jl-j2 = 2,
(3. 12)
B. Two real and two complex stationary phase points
To perform the calculation of the S matrix for two real and two complex stationary phase points we apply
Arrangement of stationary phase points in the space (q~, q~) for the S matrix 5~~8; 6 , 10 , Maximum (+), minimum (-), saddle points (e), The Bessel uniform approximation for the S matrix can be used over the unit cell ABCD.
the criterion that the phases at the two real stationary phase points be as nearly equal as possible. The line connecting the two real points was treated an an "AB" line and the value of k was determined by using the element of the original unit cell most nearly parallel to the connecting line, This value of k was used in Eqs. (Bl5) and (B17) in Appendix B.
C. Summary
The steps for performing the calculation of the S matrix are summarized in the flow sheet in this section for the case of an atom plus homonuclear diatomic molecule, with a dominant P 2 (cosy) anisotropic term in the interaction potential (Appendix A). An atom and a heteronuclear diatomic molecule, with a dominant P 2 (cosy) anisotropy, will tend to have two or four stationary phase points in a (-1r, 7T) 2 area. The same procedure would be followed with the following modifications: The (0, 1r) 2 in the flow sheet is replaced by (-1r, 1r) tions involving larger t::..Z' s and 1:::. j' s than those considered here, it may be necessary to scan a larger region than the (-1r, 1r) 2 one for the homonuclear case or than the (-27T, 21r) 2 one for the heteronuclear case, The method described in Appendix C of first obtaining a contour plot fort::., after obtaining the stationary phase points, can be extremely useful for subsequently performing Steps 2 and 3 in the flow sheets for any new case.
When the interaction potential also contains large terms having P"(cosy) anisotropy with some of then's being larger than 1 or 2 in these atom-linear molecule cases, D, Fitz of this laboratory has sometimes observed a larger number of stationary phase points.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The results obtained for various transitions are given in Table I , where the Bessel and Airy uniform approximations are compared with the exact quantum results. 3 The appropriate values of K and k obtained by the procedure in Sec, III are also indicated. Equations (B4) and (B 11) of Appendix B were then applied. For all of the cases listed in Table I there were four real stationary phase points.
When two of the stationary phase points are real and the remainder are complex-valued, we use Eq. (Bl9) in complex form and Eq. (B20). As noted there, these equations can be less accurate than those used for Table  I . The results obtained from these equations are given in Table II . If the terms arising from the complex-valued roots are omitted from these equations, one obtains the other results given in Table II , Comparison with the exact quantum results is also given.
It is useful to compare the exact quantum results given in the third column of Table I with approximate results less accurate than the Bessel uniform one: Airy uniform-in-pairs, Bessel uniform-in-pairs, classical, and primitive semiclassical. The relevant equations are given in Appendix B. There are two possible combinations of pairs for both uniform-in-pairs methods and both sets of results are listed in Table ill .
When the correct configuration of stationary phase points is not used, e. g., if the maximum and minimum stationary phase points are not chosen diagonally across from each other, the results differ from those in Table  I . For example, if one merely seeks the stationary phase points for which o:s (qf,(jJ) :s 1r, as in Fig. 4 , one obtains the results given in Table IV. When the correct configuration of points is used for the Airy and the Bessel, but when a square unit cell is used for the latter instead of the cell favoring a better separation of variables, i.e., when the wrong k and K are used, one obtains the results given in Table V . In none of those results was k or K equal to zero, unlike the results in Table I .
V. DISCUSSION
Agreement between the Bessel uniform approximation and the exact quantum results is excellent for transitions associated with four real stationary phase points in the 1r 2 area (Table I) . As already noted, the Airy uniform is a special case of the Bessel 16 but, as expected, is inferior to it in this case, in which k or K is zero (Table  I) . A similar behavior was found in Ref. 16 for the case of r= 1, and is well understood: In that case the phase 1:::. varied only slowly and one could not, as one does in the Airy formalism, replace the limits (-7T, 1r) [or (0, 1r) 1 by(-c<:, + oe), Similarly, in the present two dimensional case, as in Fig. 8 in Appendix C, a plateau-like region for t::. occurs in one direction when k or K equals zero, and once again the Airy formalism breaks down.
In Table IV it is seen that the uniform-in-pairs approximation is not as good as the uniform formulas of Table I . The Bessel results indicate that the best choice of pairs is consistently the one which makes uniform the pair for which k (or K) is zero. The reason for this behavior is clear, since in developing the pairs' equations given in Appendix B [Eqs. (B17) and (Bl9) 1 we assumed that one twas large. The t for the pair associated with K or k equal to zero was of the order of 0. 16, while the other pair had a t of the order of 2. 5 in all cases studied.
Thus, the former pair should give the better result in Table I . bPair A corresponds to the (k=O or K=O) pair in Bessel-in-pairs column. Pair B corresponds to the other pairing. Table III , as it does, when it is treated as the pair which was made uniform,
The need for testing for a correct configuration of the stationary phase points, using the criterion established by the Hessian in Sec, III, is evident from Table IV , where the value for the uniform approximations obtained with the wrong configuration is seen to be quite different from the value obtained with the correct configuration, given in Table I . The only previous result with which to compare the results of Table I is an intuitive Airy-type formula. 4 In most of the instances in that work there were only two real-valued points, and the complex points were omitted. There were two cases where there were four points, and one is the same as the result in Table  IV based on the wrong configuration. 17 In previous papers of this series on multidimensional uniform approximations 1 ' 2 the Airy and Bessel uniform formulas were derived 1 ' 2 ol 8 ol 9 rather than intuitively interpolated, and so the assumptions and the concept of a correct configuration of points have become apparent.
It is useful to compare the Bessel and Airy uniform approximations for which only the square unit cell rather than a theoretically-based shaped one was used to determine k and K. The results, given in Table V for the same systems as those in Table I , are clearly worse than the Bessel results in Table I . (The quantum results are given in Table L) The agreement of the Airy and Bessel uniform approximations in Table V with each other reflects the fact that for those systems both k and K are nonzero. The tendency of a Bessel uniform approximation to approach an Airy approximation provided the order of the Bessel function, k or K, is not too small is evident from the relation of Bessel functions to Airy functions. 19 Some systems having only two real stationary phase points in a 7T 2 area, given in Table ll , are seen to have their approximate uniform values differ by a factor of about 2 or less from the exact quantum results when the complex-valued points are neglected, The agreement is improved, in some cases substantially, when the complex points are added and the complex pair formula used. However, overall the integral result remains superior for the particular data in Table ll. The transition probabilities for the systems with two real points (Table II) are substantially lower than those Table I . Table I . l>rhe values of I K I 'and I k I used in this (erroneous) Bessel approximation were each 2, for four real points (Table I) , and one obtains the expected result 16 that the Airy and Bessel uniform approximations yield similar answers in this instance. The integral results from an earlier paper 10 for this case are also noted in Table II , and they are in very good agreement with the quantum results.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the results in Table I show that good agreement of exact and semiclassical results is obtained for the case of high transition probabilities (four stationary phase points in the present instance). The reason for the improvement of the Bessel over the Airy for any case where a k or K is zero is evident from an examination of Fig, 8 . The need for choosing a correct configuration and a correctly shaped unit cell is also clear.
The agreement for the case where two of the points are complex (Table II) is reasonable though not quite as good, probably because of the extra approximation of using a uniform-in-pairs formula.
APPENDIX A: THE ATOM-RIGID ROTOR COORDINATES AND HAMIL TON IAN
The classical Hamiltonian for the atom rigid-rotor system is the well known generalized coordinate system used in previous studies. 4 ' 9 ' 20 In the present work we will use a Lennard-Jones interaction potential of the form used in several recent "exact" quantum dynamical studies. 3 The total Hamiltonian in the center of mass system is
Pr is the momentum of relative motion of the atom and center of mass of the rotor and r is the conjugate coordinate. a 1 and a 2 are the angular momentum of the orbital and rotational motions, respectively, I is the moment of inertia of the rotor, E and rm are the welldepth and the position of the minimum of the interaction potential. a is an asymmetry parameter of the potential. Kreek In these reduced units the instantaneous values of the angular momenta are related to the values of the "quantum numbers" by the semiclassical relation,
where n 0 is n/(rm .[Ji€). In the present study the following set of parameters was used: t = 0. 4, a= 0. 25, and
[n/(rm{/i€)]2 =0.002; in all cases the total energy of the system was E = 1.
Initial conditions for the trajectory calculations are determined by specifying the total energy E of the system, the initial values of the quantum numbers l, j, and J, and the angles q 1 and q 1 for some given initial large value of R. Following previous notation, the initial values of l, j, and J are the integers lh j 
where vJ =Jtl I' .
Continuing to follow previous notation, the final values of the momentum and coordinates for any trajectory are 
APPENDIX B: NONUNIFORM AND UNIFORM EXPRESSIONS FOR THE $-MATRIX

Primitive semiclassical and classical-like results
The primitive semiclassical result for the S matrix, Sp 8 c, and for the transition probability, Ppsc, calculated from the sixteen stationary phase points in the (2rr) 2 domain, are obtained from 
Airy uniform approximation
We have developed two uniform approximations for evaluating the semiclassical S matrix. They are the Airy and Bessel uniform approximations. 1 ' 2 The Airy approximation yields SAtry for the S matrix:
where G 1 is the value of G in Eq. (3. 2) at the point P 1 , A 2 is given by 
and prime (') denotes derivation of Ai(-1J) with respect to -1).
Bessel uniform approximation
As discussed in the preceding paper, 1 ' 23 along aucurve we have
and along a v-curve we have 
If the (14) and (23) where v" = Im(v), and Re(V) = 0. ~4 3 is given by
The k for the real-valued pair is determined from Eq. (Bl5). In the complex-valued pair its Bessel uniform approximation (the ~4 3 terms) would approach an Airy one and so its k would be immaterial, as long as k * 0.
When using Eq. (Bl5) the k for the real pair was simply used, One can also simply replace the Bessel formula for the complex pair by the corresponding Airy one. points. 8 The contours in Fig. 8 are equispaced with an interval of 0. 2094, The lOX 10 grid proved to be too coarse to allow the program to properly interpolate in the region of saddle points. Consequently we have handsketched the contours in these regions.
APPENDIX C: DETAILED EXAMINATION OF
Where the contours in Fig. 8 are densely spaced, 6 . is rapidly changing, whereas where they are widely spaced 6 . is only slowly varying, One sees, therefore, that there are largely diagonally inclined plateau regions where 6 . is only slowly varying. For this reason, and indeed as in a corresponding one-dimensional case, 16 the Airy formalism is not very accurate for such a system.
To see how a newly shaped curvilinear unit cell can be selected for use in a Bessel formalism and to make concrete the u-and v-curves referred to in the preceding papers 1 ' 2 and in Appendix B it is useful to draw the curves of steepest descent and ascent from the maximum, minimum and saddle-points, as is done schematically in Fig. 8 .
These curves prove to be the most important u-and 1>-curves in the preceding papers, 1 • 2 namely those passing through the stationary phase points: The u-curve passing through the maximum P 1 and a saddle-point P 4 is the locus of a set of points which are local maxima on curves transverse to P 1 P 4 and so is a path of steepest descent from P 1 • We call it a Q-curve. Similar remarks apply to the 1·-curve passing through P 1 and P 2 and we call it an S-curve. The S-and Q-curves are dashed lines in Fig. 8 . The u-curve passing through the ,minimum P 3 and saddle point P 2 is a path of steepest ascent from P 3 , being the locus of a set of points which are local minima along the curves transverse to P 3 P 2 • We call it a Q'-curve. Similar remarks apply to the />-curves passing through P 3 and P 4 , and we call it an S' -curve and Q' -curves in Fig. 8 are solid curves passint through the P's. In the periodic array in Fig. 8 , the primed P;s are the same as the P;s but displaced by the appropriate periods.
An interesting feature of the contour plot in Fig, 8 is the abrupt termination of the Q' -curve T 1 P~P~ T 6 at the points T 1 and T 6 • Along this solid Q' curve, which is a locus of the minima of curves transverse to P 3 P 2 , the derivative in the direction transverse to the curve equals zero and so is also equal to zero at the points T 1 and T 6 • Beyond T 1 and T 6 it would continue as a locus of local maxima instead of local minima. Similarly, the Qcurve T 4 P 1 P 4 T 9 terminates at T 4 and T 9 • Beyond those points it would continue as a locus of local minima instead of local maxima.
The loci of all such termination points, e. g., T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 and T 6 T 7 T 6 T 9 T 10 in Fig. 8 , from two natural boundaries to the true unit cell on which to base a derivation of the uniform approximation.
To corretcly apply the curvilinear mapping of t>.(q 1°, q 1°) onto a functionf(u,v) in Eq. (B9) and (BlO), one should first select a suitable unit cell of area rr 2 , with. the property that the Q and Q' curves terminate on the boundary of the unit cell, A suitable unit cell is in Fig.  8 and is enclosed by the four curves T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 , T 1 T 6 , T 6 T 7 T 6 T 9 T 10 , and T 5 T 10 • Each point in the new unit cell corresponds to a point in the old square unit cell, with corresponding points having the same value of G and the same value of exp it,., and so the integral in Eq. (3. 1) evaluated over the new cell equals the integral evaluated over the old.
In Fig. 8 two of the four stationary phase points (s. p. points) lie on the boundary of the T 1 T 5 T 10 T 6 unit cell.
In order that all four s. p. points lie inside a unit cell, it suffices, in principle, to find the u-curve passing through ( T 2 , T 7 ) and the one passing through ( T 11 , T 12 ). The new unit cell T 2 T 11 T 12 T 7 new enclosed the four s. p. points P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , and P 4 • This construction of a new unit cell leaves the value of the S matrix unchanged, since each point in the newly constructed unit cell is equivalent to a point in the old unit cell 0 -s q,O --s 1r, 0 --s q 1° -s 1r. For the purpose of the following discussion we shall consider the points T 1 , T 5 , T 10 , and T 6 to refer in general to the corners of any one of the unit cells which can be constructed so as to enclose the s. p. points
Since the curve T 1 T 6 is au-curve we may use Eq. (B9) for J (u, v) and use the relation between the value of u at T 1 and 76, (Cl) to determine the value of K to be used in the mapping. We find from (B9) that (C2)
The same value of K would be obtained from any other similar pair of transition points in this array (i.e. , the pairs T 4 T 9 and T 5 T 10 ).
To determine the value of k, we can use the fact that T 1 and T 5 lie on the same v-curve and are related by 
To avoid the necessity of knowing the phase at points other than the stationary phase points in order to apply the Bessel uniform approximation, we can construct an approximate unit cell in the form of a parallelogram through the corners of the unit cell T 1 T 5 T 10 T 6 • Then the linear terms of the phase in (u, v) space given by Eq. (C2) and (C4) may be equated to the linear terms of the phase given by Eq. (3. 6). The numerical values of K and k obtained in Sec. III. A for the rather similarly shaped unit cell in Fig. 6 would be equal to those obtained by the rigorous methods desecribed by Eqs. (C2) and (C4). However; if the contours of the calculated phase become distorted to the point where one can no longer find (in Step 3B of the flow sheet) straight lines which more or less parallel the uand v-curves and which give integer values of k and K, it would be necessary to find the points T 11 T 5 , T 6 , and T 10 and to use Eqs. (C2) and (C4) to obtain the values of K and k. In the syst"E!ms studied thus far it was necessary only to use the approximate methods given in
Step 3B. This circumstance has, of course, removed the need for determining the phases at the termination points, or for constructing the contour plots for each transition studied.
